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Jacqui Thornton liked
European CME Forum @eCMEf · 4h
Also good to see and TY 4 tweeting at #10ecf @justannNJ @juanitaguidera @ClinicallyCME @LupusEurope @SusanHyarborough @MedEd_UK @SophiePeloquin @Jacquithornton @KathyChappell65 @cpdcontent @CallyClarkson @ronmurrayuk @europeanCME @meducate @MLStaz @theIME_King @prlMEoncology

Back home from an invigorating #10ECF. Thank you to everyone for coming + tweeting & the exceptional hospitality of @No6KildareSt with support of @RCPIArchive and @FitzersCatering. #MedEd

Eugene Pozniak @EuropeanCME · 4h
Back home from an invigorating #10ECF. Thank you to everyone for coming + tweeting & the exceptional hospitality of @No6KildareSt with support of @RCPIArchive and @FitzersCatering. #MedEd

Ron Murray EdD CHCP @ronmurrayuk · Nov 12
Just back from a very interesting time in Dublin at 10th European CME Forum #10ECF - look out for the report in the Journal of European CME @jecme and don’t forget to submit your own articles, research, reports, opinions etc. Slainte!

Anne Jacobson, CHCP liked
Eugene Pozniak @EuropeanCME · 4h
Back home from an invigorating #10ECF. Thank you to everyone for coming + tweeting & the exceptional hospitality of @No6KildareSt with support of @RCPIArchive and @FitzersCatering. #MedEd

Cally Clarkson @CallyClarkson · Nov 10
I was at #2ECF and great to be back at #10ECF. See you all next year!

An interview with Cally Fawcett

#2ECF | Cally Fawcett (...
Jacqui Thornton @Jacquithornton · Nov 10
Probably the most beautiful venue where I have chaired a meeting- Royal College of Physicians of Ireland for #10ecf. Plus they have just appointed first female president Mary Horgan. Great.

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 10
#10ecf a template for publishing would be huge for me and my organization #publishordie #inagoodwaythough

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 10
#10ecf hats off to @thelME_King
Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 10

#10ecf the real strength are the connections that are made and reinforced here.

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 10

#10ecf Not nearly enough learner voices at these conferences

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 10

#10ecf we are supposed be the experts to extend the reach of an educational conference? How are we doing? Meh.

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 10

#10ecf is ECF ‘enough’ to be its own organization? Is it working?

Eugene Pozniak liked

Ann C. Lichti, CHCP @justannNJ · Nov 10

Thank you @EuropeanCME for an incredible #10ECF conference this week and for the opportunity for us to share @GoToPER CME outcomes data.
Sophie Peloquin @SophiePeloquin · Nov 10
Craig Campbell - #rcpsc #10ECF after 30 years of CPD research, the quality and impact has not improved much... we need a different way...

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 10
#10ecf ACCME-creep worldwide... EU providers crave own system unique to the environment #learnlocal #earnlocal

Juanita Guidera @juanitaguidaera · Nov 10
#10ECF innovation that's not used or used inappropriately is useless... Marie Claire Pickaert

Ann C. Lichti, CHCP @justannNJ · Nov 10
“Collaboration takes time but it’s rewarding.” #10ECF

Juanita Guidera @juanitaguidaera · Nov 10
#10ECF continuing the conversation about life long learning & need to identify how stakeholders can collaborate to support same. Acknowledged the time it...
13/11/2017, 21:29
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Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 10
Disrupt or Be Disrupted #10ECF #preach

Sophie Peloquin @SophiePeloquin · Nov 10
The G-effect : how would it influence health care and the practice of CME? #EFPIA #10ECF
Ann C. Lichti, CHCP @justannNJ · Nov 10

“If were not reading the literature that informs our work, then we risk not moving our profession forward.” #10ECF

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 10

#10ECF Robin Stevenson - gap analysis should address problems and less emphasis on performance aimed at perfection

Juanita Guidera @juanitaguidera · Nov 10

#10ECF Hilary Hoey speaking about merits of a personal development plan, self directed learning to support needs of clinicians and merits of developing a culture of lifelong learning from early training.
Clinically Current • Nov 10
Better late than never. Great to join #10ecf this morning in Dublin

Juanita Guidera • Nov 10
#10ecf Valuable debate on role of educators to assess competence versus regulators. How do we create optimum conditions for learners to develop competence while maximising use of their time & capacity to sustain knowledge?
Kathy Chappell @KathyChappell65 · Nov 10
Exploring validation of physician competence with Dr Robin Stevenson at #10ECF

Juanita Guidera @juanitaguidera · Nov 10
#10ECF Jann Balmer making an excellent point that as budgets become more constricted in health care that patient safety will become increasingly linked to competence

Kathy Chappell @KathyChappell65 · Nov 10
Don Moore describing developing physician portfolios at @VanderbiltU #10ECF
Eugene Pozniak and 1 other liked

Kathy Chappell @KathyChappell65 · Nov 10
Kate Regnier, #ACCME, describing value of CME to physicians and quality of care at #10ECF @AccreditedCME

Ann C. Lichti, CHCP @justannNJ · Nov 10
“The outcome of CME/CE on improved inter-professional collaboration is as important as the impact on patient care.” #10ECF
Sophie Peloquin @SophiePeloquin · Nov 10
@juanitaguidera on evidence of benefits of Schwartz round on team work and patient safety  #10ecf

Sophie Peloquin @SophiePeloquin · Nov 10
Morning session at #10ECF... the future of CME will require better collaboration between all stakeholders for success and impact!
Edwin Borman @EdwinBorman · Nov 10
Great to read the tweets from #10ecf Greetings to all enjoying the conference; sorry that I can’t be with you but I’m speaking at another, on #Sepsis.

Lupus Europe @LupusEurope · Nov 10
#lupuseurope is bringing the patient’s voice to the educators of future doctors at #10ecf meeting in our workshop “The voice of the patient: how to fill the communication-gap between doctors and patients”.

https://twitter.com/search?f=tweets&vertical=default&q=%2310ECF&src=typd
Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 10

#10ecf Final Day

Juanita Guidera @juanitaguidera · Nov 9

#10ECF excellent to hear debate about use of competency based training programmes for CME - challenges but considerable merit in exploring further
Mathena Pavan @mathena123 · Nov 9
Congratulations to @EuropeanCME for such an engaging and useful meeting! Sorry I can't be there but enjoying the tweets #10ecf

Jacqui Thornton @Jacquithornton · Nov 9
Everyone knows there's benefit in medical education- the question is who pays for it - public purse or private sector, says @EFPIA exec Marie-Claire Pickaert #10ECF

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf Breakout - more discussion about identifying the many challenges of HCP CE CPD. Ray of light... there will always be education in healthcare

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf #tablework #smallgroup

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf #soothsayers Future Challenges for CME/IME providers #onward #howtonavigate

Christopher Walsh @MedEd_UK · Nov 9
Out with time-based CME credits and in with competency? Elegant scheme presented by the American Nurses Credentialing Center at #10ECF
#10ECF - Twitter Search

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf CE CPD will continue to be embedded into clinical practice #FuturesNow

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf competency based education aligns beautifully with team-based education, especially in clinical settings.

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf It’s about time and It’s NOT about time. Bringing back competency measurement back into CE CPD

Jacqui Thornton @Jacquithornton · Nov 9
Providers of #cme must be confident in their scientific committee, their faculty and the doctors they are working with. If they get that right, then their [financial] supporters will back them up #10ECF

Jacqui Thornton @Jacquithornton · Nov 9
"You can’t learn in isolation if you have the same goal" Strong support for multidisciplinary continuing education from nurse Helen Dunne at #10ECF in Dublin "we learn from doctors and we hope they learn from us"
Juanita Guidera @juanitaguidera · Nov 9  

#10ecf shared discussion points from the workshop on the voice of the patient and addressing the communication gap as part of medical training @gregp51 @MargaretCodd1 @LPeelo

Juanita Guidera @juanitaguidera · Nov 9  

#10ecf key discussion points on importance of QI as part of clinical medical education

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9  

#10ecf Learning from Learners - there is benefit for industry to be involved in education, but transparency, integrity...

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9  

#10ecf Learning from Learners - non consultant docs prefer non-supported education.

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9  

#10ecf Learning from Learners - never, ever underestimate the power of bringing people together = microlearning all over the place.
Jacqui Thornton liked

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf A pearl, a classic - as a team member, one cannot learn in isolation

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
Repeating to @SusanHYarbrough
...and social media can offer lots of opportunity to select or consume CPR #10ECF

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf Selection criteria for HCPs - word of mouth/collegial recommendations, obligatory/regulatory reqs

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf Team education start with the fact that not everyone is starting at the same point mindthegap #allsortsofgaps

Anne Jacobson, CHCP liked

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf What question are you afraid to ask of your HCPs? Mine is Why won't you complete my survey?

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf Lunch with Learners growing gaps between GME and practitioners, generalists and specialists #MindTheGap

Christopher Walsh @MedEd_UK · Nov 9
Great session at #10ECF on incorporating the patient voice into medical education - led by superb insight from the Ladies from @LupusEurope
Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 9
Hey @drlfarrell greetings from Dublin and #10ecf

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf harmonization must not arrive at the cost of national autonomy #futureofcpd

Juanita Guidera @juanitaguidera · Nov 9
#10ECF great to hear Conor O'Keane, RCPI speaking to the collaboration between @RCPI_news and @HSEQI on the Diploma for Quality Improvement

Sophie Peloquin @SophiePeloquin · Nov 9
#10ecf :position paper of the European accreditors presented as a first step to harmonize professional conduct in EU

tandfonline.com

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf Not so United States has 71 licensing jurisdictions...
Not so United States has 71 licensing jurisdictions

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf Dialogue->Consensus->Harmonization

Juanita Guidera @juanitaguidera · Nov 9
#10ECF fantastic to hear Dr. Carmel Curran sharing her experience of learning about QI while a specialist registrar and benefits of doing so - especially quality of life for patients.

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf Credibility Cascade: self-commitment, publicizing professional practice, external assessment, & commitment to a unifying approach

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf Europe has 30 jurisdictions but no overarching legislation #diversity #lessharmonisation #WeDoItOurWay

Sophie Peloquin @SophiePeloquin · Nov 9
Morning workshop at the European CME Forum #10ECF: the future of CPD accreditation in Europe.
Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9

#10ecf Harmonization of HCP CPR in Europe

Juanita Guidera @juanitaguidera · Nov 9

#10ECF focus on co-design with patients and potential of each individual to make decisions about their own care. How can we encourage more clinicians to practice this way? @gregp51 @LPeel @MargaretCodd1 @eCME

Lupus Europe @LupusEurope · Nov 9

Sara Badreh from #lupuseurope presenting at #10ecf
Excellent discussion - when the complexity of a process outweighs the potential outcome = disengagement @eCMEf

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf assessment OF learning doesn’t equal assessment FOR learning

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf next session: international study on national recertification system
Carolin Selbach PhD candidate Maastrict Univ

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf #meded quality #whatitis #whatitisnot

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9
#10ecf Quality Principles #meded inEU
Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9

#10ecf @jecme #controversy

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 9

Day Two #10ECF kicking off. #inward #outward # onward #cecpd

Eugene Pozniak liked

European CME Forum @eCMEf · Nov 9

Thank you to @fitzerscatering for a fabulous Faculty Dinner at #10ECF in the Dun Library of the RCPI. You helped make it a very special evening.
Eugene Pozniak liked

Fitzers Catering @FitzersCatering · Nov 8
Main course just served for #10ecf at #No.6KildareStreet 😊

HCSM News @HCSMnews · Nov 8
Nov8 Healthcare Conferences
#10ECF
#rcpeNES17
#liverday17
#TNT2017
#AAGConf17u
#eCardio2017
#myfmf
#HFMAMH
#HCSM
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<td>Susan H Yarbrough</td>
<td>#10ecf assessment should include confidence rating immediately following</td>
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<td>Ann C. Lichti, CHCP</td>
<td>Learning about the role of patient feedback and peer review on clinical performance appraisals at #10ECF.</td>
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<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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Susan Yarbrough @SusanYarbrough · Nov 8

#10ECF designing safe education spaces in order to foster curiosity and humility for HCP learners #breakout

Susan Yarbrough @SusanYarbrough · Nov 8

#10ecf how do you get clinicians to be self-reflective? How do you become more self-aware? #breakout

Susan Yarbrough @SusanYarbrough · Nov 8

#10ecf if measuring confidence in education, falling confidence can be a GOOD thing #Breakout

Susan Yarbrough @SusanYarbrough · Nov 8

#10ecf what does mastery look like in a healthcare team? #breakout

Susan Yarbrough @SusanYarbrough · Nov 8

#10ecf Don Moore #NoddingOffIndex

Susan Yarbrough @SusanYarbrough · Nov 8

#10ecf CE CPR never underestimate the power of the activity title. #wordsmatter

Susan Yarbrough @SusanYarbrough · Nov 8

#10ecf challenge for the self-aware educator: how to capture and retain HCPs #breakout

Susan Yarbrough @SusanYarbrough · Nov 8

#10ecf CE CPD currency is now skills transfer, communication, not just provision of knowledge @AccreditedCME

Susan Yarbrough @SusanYarbrough · Nov 8

#10ecf Breakout - the Self Aware Learner & Effective Education

https://twitter.com/search?f=tweets&vertical=default&q=%2310ECF&src=typd
Sophie Peloquin @SophiePeloquin · Nov 8
A full room for the Inward session on the perspectives of pharma industry.
#10ECF

Mark Staz @MLStaz · Nov 8
Great education design tips from Don Moore at #10ECF
Anne Jacobson, CHCP @cpdcontent · Nov 8
Reaching expertise: 10,000 hours or 10,000 episodes of practice? Moore recommends peakthebook.com #10ECF

Anne Jacobson, CHCP @cpdcontent · Nov 8
Replying to @SusanHYarbrough
Page 9 of the PDF 😊 #10ECF tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.340...

Eugene Pozniak liked
Sophie Peloquin @SophiePeloquin · Nov 8
Don Moore kicks off the 2 days of the #10ECF. Looking forward to great sharing and insights from the various speakers and panelists.

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 8
#10ecf Don Moore #Listicle 14 tips for approaching performance-oriented CE/CPD

Anne Jacobson, CHCP @cpdcontent · Nov 8
Learning from the best at #10ECF
Anne Jacobson, CHCP @cpdcontent · Nov 8
I’m especially looking forward to the treasure hunt at the Royal College of Physicians of Ireland @RCPI_news #10ECF

Posters by prIME Oncology at #10ECF #EUCME #RCPI #Dublin
Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 8

#10ecf there are more kinds of COI beyond relevant financial relationships with an ACCME-defined commercial interest

Christopher Walsh @MedEd_UK · Nov 8

At the Royal College of Physicians of Ireland - fitting location for #10ECF and the Good CME Practice Group meeting

Lupus Europe @LupusEurope · Nov 8

#lupusEurope is at the 10th CME #10ECF to learn from and teach future doctors 😊

Ann C. Lichti, CHCP @justannNJ · Nov 8

Honoured to present a poster with Dave Riccio at #10ECF and share outcomes from @GoToPER CME.
Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 8

#10ECF Prof Mary Horgan, 1st female President of RCPI, opens the conference

Abbey Conference @abbeyconference · Nov 8

All set up and ready to go at #10ecf at @RCPI_news this morning. Welcome to #Dublin!

Ann C. Lichti, CHCP @justannNJ · Nov 8

Looking forward the start of #10ECF today in Dublin!
Juanita Guidera @juanitaguidera · Nov 8
Honoured to share our work and learning on #engaginghealthstaff in quality at the European CME Forum in the RCPI over coming days. #10ECF is the forum hashtag if continuing medical education is of interest! @HSEQI @crowley_philip @mapflynn

European CME Forum @eCMEf
On our way to Dublin now for #10ECF starting tomorrow. See the meeting book and full agenda here: europeancmeforum.eu/the-tenth-euro... #meded #cmechat

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 7
Making my way there tomorrow from tokyo! Who will knsee@at #10ecf besides my good friend @EuropeanCME

European CME Forum @eCMEf
On our way to Dublin now for #10ECF starting tomorrow. See the meeting book and full agenda here: europeancmeforum.eu/the-tenth-euro... #meded #cmechat

Susan H Yarbrough @SusanHYarbrough · Nov 6
Twitter storm brewing. #10ECF in Dublin starts Wednesday, Nov 8! #CECPD for HCPs
About to leave for Dublin. See the final programme online at CMEforum.org and join us via #10ECF. #CME #meded #cmechat

Great programme this week @EuropeanCME for #10ECF. Welcome back to Dublin!

Are you ready for the #10ECF? Our Education team is ready for a busy event full of knowledge exchange! ow.ly/MSWS30gf0JM #eventprofs

Programme developing nicely! Full details for #10ECF Dublin, 8-10 Nov, now online at europeanCMEforum.eu. #meded #cmechat

Nearly there! Full details for #10ECF Dublin, 8-10 Nov, now online at europeanCMEforum.eu. #meded #cmechat

It will be a very interesting and engaging meeting! #10ecf

Only 4 weeks to go until #10ECF! Register today bit.ly/2wh4pTM

Only 4 weeks to go until #10ECF! Register today bit.ly/2wh4pTM

Early bird registration ends tomorrow! Don't miss out register today
Early Bird registration ends tomorrow! Don't miss out, register today.
bit.ly/2wh4pTM

Want an extra 10% off your #10ECF registration? Complete the survey: bit.ly/2wGBQ5q and register here: bit.ly/2wh4pTM

Only 8 days left to register for #10ECF @ Early bird rate, don't miss out!
bit.ly/2wh4pTM

What troubles you the most about European CME? Even if you can't attend #10ECF this year, please let us know: bit.ly/2wGBQ5q

Don't forget to submit your abstract to be considered for Poster presentation @ #10ECF. Deadline = Mon 11 Sept bit.ly/2wh4pTM

Registration for #10ECF has been granted VAT exemption by the Irish tax authority!! Latest info @ bit.ly/2wh4pTM

#10ECF Dublin 8-10 November 2017. Programme updated and more information available at cmeforum.org. Early Bird running now...

#10ECF Dublin 8-10 November 2017. Programme updated and more information available at cmeforum.org. Early Bird running now...

Early Bird registration for #10ECF is now open! Come to Dublin and join the debate on European CME bit.ly/2wh4pTM #meded #CME

Thanks for the intro @meducate. Will reach out to @drlfarrell and see if we can get something planned for #10ECF.

Graham McMahon eloquently making the case for CME and the role of providers. #10ECF #meded #cmechat
CME Is the Answer to Today's Healthcare Challenges
The president and CEO of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education makes the case for leveraging education to improve clinician performance...
meetingsnet.com

European CME Forum @eCMEf · Feb 20
TY for the tweet! We are working on the programme for #10ECF right now! More information to come in mid-March.

EIMSED_CME @EIMSED_CME
Save the date!
10th Annual European CME Forum
Dublin, Ireland; 8-10 November 2017

European CME Forum @eCMEf · Jan 5
Save the date - #10ECF will be in Dublin, Ireland 8-10 November 2017. We're planning agenda now, let us know your thoughts!
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